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An interjection is one of types of words that worth studying, its expression is
plentiful. There is just a little bit of research or study about Interjections currently,
research about a comparison of interjections in Chinese and Thai is quite rare as
well. There are so many similarities and differences between Chinese and Thai
Interjections; we can see similarities and differences between Chinese and Thai
through their Interjections comparison. This thesis collected 96 words of Chinese
Interjections from “Modern Chinese Dictionary” (5th Edition) and 90 words of Thai
Interjections from “RoyalInstitute Dictionary”(1999),using quantitative analysis
method to compare Chinese and Thai Interjections in different aspects, moreover,
diggings into the details of Interjections that Chinese and Thai people use in their
real life. Hopefully, results and suggestions of this research can lead to the
teaching of Interjections.
There are 3 main contents of this research:phonetic sounds of interjections,
semantics of interjections and pragmatics of interjections. In general, there are
lots of similarities between Chinese and Thai that is why I found lot of similarities
of Chinese and Thai interjections while working on this research, such as
consonant, vowel and tones of interjections; meanings of interjections ; syntactic
function of interjections, etc.Most of similarities appeared in pragmatics of
interjections. Meanwhile I also found some differences of interjections between
these two languages.
There is 5 Chapters in this thesis. The first Chapter is an introduction; its contents
are about Purpose and significance of the research, the present situations of the
research, The research methods and range of the research; the second chapter is
the comparison of Interjections phonetic sounds between Chinese and Thai; the
third chapter issemantics comparison of Interjections between Chinese and Thai;













Chinese and Thai; the fifth chapter is about suggestions for teaching Interjections
and the final chapter is all about conclusions of the whole research.
Although interjection is a small part of language but it has a huge role in a
communication. From this comparative study of Chinese and Thai interjections
I’ve learned that both Chinese and Thai interjections have their own
characteristics and there are many usages in pragmatically aspect. Interjection is
an important part in communication and its effect is enormous but it appears to be
a small part in teaching Chinese as a foreign language, thus interjections should
become one of an important part in teaching Chinese as a foreign language.
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